
Student : Stefanescu Diana 

Strengths Excellent contributions to the group and strong work ethic 
when on location and in the post production stages. She 
shares her own knowledge freely and raises important 
questions within the sessions that stretch the other 
students.
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Improvements Diana has contributed very well to the group both in terms 
of sharing knowledge but also in terms of her 
contributions and reflections within the group crit 
sessions. Her blog and use of it shows a high level of 
engagement. She is always shooting new material and 
trying out new editing techniques. The experimental 
module has encouraged her to try new things.
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Software Knowledge Has progressed well in her knowledge of Editing and 
Compositing Software. Her technical Knowledge of 
cameras and manual functionality is very good and she is 
making use of the new DSLR cameras that we have 
dedicated to the MA
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Constraints on Learning She would like more opportunity and time to learn new 
interactive software for producing live event and 
installation type arifacts. She is also frustrated in not 
being able to use FCP on her windows machine.
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Profile: Work in Term 1 Media Production MA : M61mc/M62mc

Diana has contributed very strongly to the group, both in terms of group work, research, 
class contributions, a high and enthusiastic work rate and thoughtful reflections both on 
her blog and within crit sessions.
She is very good at showing her work in progress and the process by which she tries to 
improve her work which is evidenced on her blog.

On the mass observation project in the first term in London she was key for the group in 
showing how she went about filming and interviewing on the day. She had done a lot of 
prior research before the event and was organised and subtle in how she interacted with 
people to get the best out of them in front of camera. The example that she set had a 



tangible and positive influence on the group during this project. Many of the less 
experienced group members gained massively in confidence during the course of the days 
filming and really enjoyed the experience.

In the web and post production work for this project Diana was well organised and made 
good editorial decisions taking into consideration that the projects final destination was for 
web viewing. She has embraced the practical elements of the course and has successfully  
combined this with theoretical considerations to push and challenge her own working 
practices. 
Dianaʼs first term has been very strong and this continues in her work in term 2 and she is 
really looking forward to the extended residential experience.

Blog Address: http://diana-photoblog.blogspot.com/
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Spring 2012 
Student :

Stefanescu Diana 

Strengths Diana continues to make excellent contributions to the 
group and her work has inspired a number of her peers to 
show the same level of dedication and seriousness about 
their work. 
Diana got a lot from the field trip to Skye and really 
pushed herself, against her usual working practices, to 
make a structuralist set of artifacts. She has spent a lot of 
time in the production of these pieces and has 
bootstrapped herself into new ways of working that has 
brought a freshness to her work not previously seen.
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Improvements Diana has really pushed herself to embrace a whole 
range of working methods that were initially 
uncomfortable and unfamiliar. She is really pleased, and 
sometimes surprised by the results.
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Software Knowledge Diana has spent a lot of time, particularly when on the 
field trip, of working with the DSLR Panasonic GH2. She 
has mastered this tool very well and has continued to 
deepen her knowledge of the editing software particularly 
in relation to sound production.
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Constraints on Learning In her final project she wants to use interactive elements 
of performance and will need to focus on developments 
and knowledge of isadora.
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M63mc Emergent/Experimental   85%

The image piece of the car bridges was a really interesting concept but lacked a strong 
structural approach in terms of fragmentation. It did deal well with time and distance but 
this may not apparent to an external viewer with out some signage. The piece for image 
+ sound was excellent. You have understood the concept of structural film and have 
considered image & audio manipulation well - it's a powerful piece that transcends the 
original material but also stays true to the seascape.  The prime aim was to interpret 
reality and use experimental structured techniques to interpret it and you did that very 
well in this Piece.  The audio piece was excellent and gave a real sense of violence and 
change in nature. Good engagement and a real move forward.
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